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Tactile sensation, which is one of the earliest developing

sensory systems, is very important in the perception of

an individual’s body and the surrounding physical

environment, especially in newborns. However, currently,

only little is known about the response of a newborn’s brain

to tactile sensation. The objective of the present study was

to determine the response of a newborn’s brain to tactile

sensation and to compare the brain responses to various

sensory stimuli. Ten healthy newborns, 2–9 days after birth,

were enrolled. A multichannel near-infrared spectroscopy

system was used to measure brain responses. The probe

array covered broad cortical areas, including the parietal,

temporal, and occipital areas. We measured cortical

hemodynamic changes in response to three different types

of stimuli: tactile, auditory, and visual. Activated areas were

analyzed by t-tests, and the number of activated channels

among the three different stimuli was compared by

v2-tests. The results showed that when the brain

responded to each type of stimulation, the corresponding

primary sensory area was activated, and tactile stimuli

induced broader areas of brain activation than the other

two types of stimuli (auditory or visual). Thus, broad brain

areas, including the temporal and parietal areas, were

activated by tactile stimuli in early newborn periods. These

results suggest that there are differences in newborns’

reactions to various types of sensory stimuli, which may

reflect the importance of tactile sensation in the early

newborn period. NeuroReport 23:373–377 �c 2012 Wolters

Kluwer Health | Lippincott Williams & Wilkins.
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Introduction
Tactile sensation is one of the earliest developing sensory

systems. Cortical responses to median nerve stimulation

have been recorded as early as at the 25th week of

gestation [1]. In the newborn period, tactile sensation is

critical for the development of the perception of one’s

body and the surrounding physical environment. In

neonatal care, tactile sensation is used as therapy. For

example, touch is used to relieve pain in premature [2]

and healthy full-term infants [3]. Furthermore, touch

therapy is performed widely in neonates for the establish-

ment of a foundation of physiological and psychological

well-being. The Cochrane group carried out a meta-

analysis of massage therapy on the growth and develop-

ment of preterm infants and showed significant effects of

massage on weight gain and lengths of hospitalization [4].

These findings suggest that tactile sensation is important

in neonatal development. However, little is known about

responses of a newborn’s brain to tactile sensation

compared with the other types of sensory stimuli.

Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), first introduced in 1977,

is used for the noninvasive monitoring of oxygenation in

living tissue [5] and is used to study neonatal brain functions.

NIRS uses safe, compact, and portable instrumentation that

allows bedside measurements. Until date, only few neuro-

imaging studies have assessed neonatal responses to tactile

stimulation. These studies examined limited regions of

interest and showed significant increases in hemodynamic

responses over the parietal areas following various types of

tactile stimulation, such as passive motor activation [6,7],

painful stimulation [8,9], or vibratory stimulation [10].

However, it is unclear whether the particular cortical areas

are involved in the processing of specific types of stimulation

during the neonatal period. We hypothesized that the

immature newborn brain is broadly activated in the primary

sensory areas and in the adjacent areas in response to tactile

stimulation. In addition, other types of sensory stimulations,

such as visual stimuli, might activate the occipital and

parietal areas. However, no studies have directly compared

neonatal brain responses with different types of sensory

stimuli because of technical limitations.

In the current study, we measured functional cortical

responses to various sensory stimuli (visual, auditory, and

tactile) over the broad cortical areas, including the
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parietal, temporal, and occipital areas. The aim of the

present study was to determine brain responses to various

sensory stimuli, with a focus on tactile stimuli.

Methods
Ten healthy newborns (three girls) were enrolled. Their

mean postnatal age at the time of the NIRS measure-

ments was 3.8 days (2–9 days). They were all term or

near-term infants; their mean gestational age at birth was

38.8 weeks (range: 36–42 weeks). None had any

abnormalities that affected brain functions or hearing,

visual, or other sensory impairments. All 10 newborns

performed the auditory task, but because of technical

reasons, only the responses to the visual and tactile tasks

of eight newborns were measured. All measurements

were carried out during spontaneous sleep so participants

were calm during the long recording time required to

compare the three kinds of stimulation. The study

protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of Kyoto

University Graduate School and Faculty of Medicine (No.

E581), and informed written consent was obtained from

participants’ parents.

Near-infrared light from the laser diodes of a multichannel

NIRS system (FOIRE-3000/16; Shimadzu Corporation,

Kyoto, Japan) was directed at the head through fiber optic

bundles (optodes), and reflected light was collected in the

receiving optode. The relative concentration changes of

oxyhemoglobin (D[oxy-Hb]), deoxyhemoglobin (D[deoxy-

Hb]), and total hemoglobin (D[total-Hb]) were calculated

with modified Beer–Lambert equations using the light

absorbance changes determined every 175 ms [11]. To

simultaneously assess multiple brain areas of newborns, we

developed a novel neonatal full-coverage headgear using a

flexible adjustable surface holder mechanism (Fig. 1). The

flexible adjustable surface holder system was developed by

Shimadzu Corporation to help maintain a constant distance

between the source and the detector while adjusting

different-sized heads [11]. To accommodate various-sized

neonatal heads, we produced two differently sized head-

gears: one with 17-mm source–detector distance and

another with 20-mm source–detector distance. For each

measurement, we selected the headgear that best fit the

infants’ head. Our headgear covers the entire neonatal head,

and 82 optode sockets are located on its surface. However,

only 16 pairs of optodes (32 optodes) can be connected to

one NIRS apparatus (FOIRE-3000/16), and therefore we

selected the probe array to cover the occipital, temporal,

and centroparietal areas (Fig. 1). To compare the differences

in brain activities in response to various sensory stimuli,

the same arrays for the NIRS probe were used during all

three tasks.
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The near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) probe holder and the arrays of the NIRS probe. The novel NIRS headgear can cover the whole newborn
brain. The headgear contains 82 pieces of optode sockets. Our probe array contains 31 optodes (16 emitter optodes: red ‘X’ marks, 15 detector
optodes: blue ‘X’ marks). The circled numbers indicate the channel numbers. The probe arrays covered the temporal, centroparietal, and occipital
areas.
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Sleeping newborns were held on a pediatrician’s lap in a

quiet and darkened room and videotaped during the

measurements to check for motion. After placement of

the NIRS probes, the newborns were examined with

tactile, auditory, and visual tasks. Measurements were

carried out using block-design paradigms for each task. All

three stimuli tasks consisted of several procedures to

avoid attenuation of brain activities due to habituation.

Paradigm programming was carried out using the MatLab

software (version 7.11; MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massa-

chusetts, USA) on a Windows operating system.

In the tactile task, vibration stimuli consisted of two tiny

vibration motors that were attached to both palms of the

newborns. Each motor vibrated for 10 s, followed by a

25–30-s rest period. The two palms were stimulated

alternately. In the 10-s stimulation period, continuous and

intermittent vibrations were provided alternately. In the

auditory task, three kinds of auditory stimuli (popular piano

music, a Japanese female voice, and pink noise) were

presented alternately through a speaker positioned 30 cm in

front of the participants. The music sample was extracted

from Chopin’s Minute Waltz. The voice stimuli contained

three Japanese sentences spoken in infant-directed speech.

The pink noise had a frequency such that its power spectral

density was inversely proportional to its frequency (1/f).

Each auditory sample was presented for 5 s, followed by a

25–30-s silent rest period. Visual stimulation was produced

by a light (xenon lamp) flashing at 8 and 20 Hz alternately

in each block through the participants’ closed eyelids using

a Nihon Kohden photic stimulator (LS-703A; Nihon

Kohden Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). Each visual stimulus

was presented for 5 s, followed by a 25–30-s rest period. To

prevent ambient light from reaching the optodes, especially

that generated by the photic stimulator, the participant’s

head and optodes were covered with aluminum foil.

D[oxy-Hb] changes were analyzed offline using an inhouse

software program implemented in MatLab. First, the block

data affected by participants’ movements were confirmed

by video and eliminated. The remaining blocks comprised

11.4 blocks (SD = 3.2) on an average per newborn for the

auditory task, 10.2 blocks (SD = 4.1) for the visual task, and

12.1 blocks (SD = 4.3) for the tactile task, with no

significant differences among them. We excluded any

channels that had low signal-to-noise ratios due to hair

obstruction. Rapid and large changes in D[oxy-Hb],

D[deoxy-Hb], or D[total-Hb] were automatically detected

with a predetermined threshold, and the block data of each

channel with rapid and large changes were eliminated from

the subsequent analysis because such changes were likely to

be artifacts. The mean number of remaining channels per

newborn was 36.5 (SD = 9.2) for the auditory task, 38.9

(SD = 6.8) for the visual task, and 38.4 (SD = 7.6) for the

tactile task, with no significant differences among them.

The data were high-pass filtered to eliminate slow drifts

and slow oscillations longer than twice the duration of one

task block (tactile task: 0.0125 Hz; auditory and visual task:

0.0143 Hz). Each task block contained three components:

prestimulation, stimulation, and the resting period. The

prestimulation period included the period 5 s before the

initiation of the stimulation, whereas the resting period

included the period 25 s after the termination of it. The

baseline value in each block or the mean value of the

relative concentration changes during the prestimulation

period was set to zero. The time-locked averaging of the

time series of the concentrations was used to determine the

stimulus-related concentration changes and to reduce noise.

Statistical analyses were performed on the D[oxy-Hb] data

as this chromophore provided the most robust contrast-to-

noise ratio and the most reliable response among partici-

pants. To find the largest responses, maximum positive

peak values were automatically detected in each channel

during the response window (5–10 s after the end of each

stimulus). The poststimulus values were determined to be

the mean concentration during the 5 s after the maximum

positive peak values. To identify the activated areas during

each tactile, auditory, and visual task, poststimulus values

relative to zero baselines were analyzed by t-tests for each

task and channeled with a generalized linear mixed model.

The resulting P-values from all channels were corrected for

multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate (FDR)

method. The t-maps visualized the significantly activated

channels (FDR corrected P < 0.05). For each participant,

the number of activated channels (t-values > 2.5) was

counted for each task. The sums of the activated channels

of all participants were compared among the tasks by

w2-tests, and the threshold was set to P less than 0.05

(Bonferroni corrected).

Results
D[oxy-Hb] changes to tactile, auditory, and visual stimula-

tion were analyzed after averaging all block data of the

participants (see Figure, Supplemental digital content 1,

http://links.lww.com/WNR/A194). For tactile stimuli, D[oxy-

Hb] changes were observed in the temporal and centropari-

etal areas. Auditory and visual stimuli induced D[oxy-Hb]

changes in the temporal areas and in the occipital and

temporal areas, respectively. Figure 2a–c shows t-maps of

D[oxy-Hb] changes in every channel with a threshold of

FDR corrected P of less than 0.05.

Cortical response comparisons to multiple types of

sensory stimuli revealed the activation of a larger number

of channels in response to tactile stimuli compared with

auditory and visual stimuli (Fig. 2d). We found the

following number of activated (t-value > 2.5) and non-

activated (t-valuer 2.5) channels for each participant: 49

and 258 (tactile task), 19 and 346 (auditory task), and 19

and 292 (visual task), respectively. w2-tests showed that

the number of channels activated in response to tactile

stimuli was significantly larger than that activated in

response to auditory or visual stimuli (for both,

P < 0.0001). Differences in the number of activated
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channels in the auditory and visual tasks were not

significant (P = 0.6). These results showed that tactile

stimuli induced broader areas of cortical activation than

the other two types of stimuli.

Statistical analysis showed that tactile stimuli induced

significant increases in D[oxy-Hb] in temporal and

centroparietal areas (Chs 21, 22, 42, 31, and 26: t > 4.0;

Chs 32, 28, 12, 20, 13, 41, 43, 16, and 25: t > 3.0; Fig. 2a).

Auditory stimuli induced significant increases in D[oxy-Hb]

in the left temporal areas (Ch. 33: t = 3.85; Ch. 43: t = 3.79;

Ch. 42: t = 3.04; Ch. 32: t = 2.89) and the right temporal

areas (Ch. 24: t = 2.87; Ch. 14: t = 2.78; Fig. 2b). Visual

stimuli induced significant increases in D[oxy-Hb] in the

occipital areas (Ch. 1: t = 5.60; Ch. 3: t = 4.45; Ch. 4:

t = 2.50) and in some temporal areas (Ch. 35: t = 3.36; Ch.

26: t = 3.23; Ch. 29: t = 2.96; Fig. 2c).

Discussion
We measured hemodynamic responses in the broad

cortical areas in newborns using multichannel functional

NIRS with the same probe arrangement for three

different kinds of sensory stimuli and showed that tactile

stimulation induced increases in D[oxy-Hb] in the

broader cortical areas compared with other types of

stimuli. The activated areas, which included the temporal

and centroparietal areas, might reflect the activation of

somatosensory and adjacent areas. In previous studies on

neonatal brain functions in response to tactile stimuli,

Haensse et al. [10] showed a strong activation of the

contralateral somatosensory cortex following vibratory

stimuli, and Bartocci et al. [8] and Slater et al. [9] showed

activation of the somatosensory cortex by noxious stimuli.

Our current findings are consistent with previous findings

regarding the activation of the somatosensory areas.

Our findings support previous studies suggesting that

auditory stimulation increases D[oxy-Hb] in limited

temporal areas in neonates [12–15]. Our data showed

significant increases only in D[oxy-Hb] in the bilateral

temporal areas. This hemodynamic response might

reflect the activation of the auditory cortex. For visual

stimulation, D[oxy-Hb] was significantly increased in the

occipital area with some increases in the temporal area.

The response in the occipital area might reflect activation

in the primary visual cortex. In previous neonatal studies,

D[oxy-Hb] was increased in the occipital cortex [16–19]

and the frontal cortex [16] in response to a visual

stimulus. Other studies have shown a decrease in D[oxy-

Hb] during visual photo stimulation in the visual

cortex [20]. Our findings showed an increase in D[oxy-

Hb] in the temporal areas. This suggests that the

temporal and occipital areas are activated by visual

stimulation in immature brains of newborns.

Tactile stimuli induced absorption changes in near-

infrared light in the broader brain areas compared with

the other two types of stimuli. The broader changes

might be due to systemic hemodynamic changes or

artifacts. Artifacts cannot completely be eliminated, but

we believe that they did not affect the present study

Fig. 2
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because each task had both activated and nonactivated

areas. The activated areas corresponded to the primary

sensory areas, and different areas were activated by

different tasks. In addition, no significant differences

were observed in the number of eliminated blocks or

eliminated channels among the three kinds of stimuli,

suggesting that tactile stimuli did not introduce more

artifacts than the other types of stimuli.

Broader activation may occur because the tactile system is an

early developing sensory system and perhaps develops the

earliest of all. The tactile system is the most important

system at birth, resulting in the activation of broad areas.

During infancy, the immature brain possesses excess synaptic

and neural couplings. Later, a massive neural pruning of

these cells occurs as a result of the infant’s experiences, and

useful connections are preserved [21,22]. In a magneto-

encephalographic study, Nevalainen et al. [23] showed that

both contralateral and ipsilateral primary and secondary so-

matosensory cortices participate in somatosensory informa-

tion processing in human neonates, and responses in the

primary somatosensory area did not significantly differ be-

tween contralateral and ipsilateral hemispheres. No signifi-

cant hemispheric lateralization of precentral and postcentral

gyri in the somatosensory areas in term newborns was shown

by functional MRI [24]. Somatosensory evoked magnetic

fields showed that this immature pattern changed to adult-

like responses by 2 years of age [25]. The bilateral cortical

activation in response to tactile stimulation may reflect the

immaturity of somatosensory cortical processing in newborns.

Our study suggests that immature somatosensory processing

may activate the broad areas before somatosensory pruning.

Further studies are needed to confirm such an assumption by

clarifying developmental changes in cortical responses to

tactile stimuli.

Conclusion
Our new NIRS headgear allowed for successful inter-

stimulus comparisons. Different types of stimuli acti-

vated each corresponding primary sensory cortex, and, in

newborn periods, tactile stimuli resulted in broader brain

activation compared with other types of stimuli.
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